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ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS BRINGS FREQUENCY IN ITS MANY FORMATS TO
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS WEEK
-- Company will give five presentations while at the conference discussing a wide range
of technology, products and services-(Washington, D.C.) – ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS (ADS) will be at the 22nd Annual National
Instruments Week (NI Week) at the Austin Convention Center August 1-4 in Austin, TX. The ADS
team will demonstrate Radio Frequency solutions, Spectrum Defender at the military/aerospace pavilion.
In addition, ADS will give five presentations during NI Week on the following topics: Cyber physical:
The convergence of Cyber-Electronic Warfare and other physical devices, New Optical Sensors that
eliminated Electromagnetic interference, Integrated embedded platform to implement Areva’s Caviation
Peening techniques to repair nuclear reactors and Insurance Institute of Highway Safety to test and
measure the effectiveness adaptive headlights and finally the company will demonstrate how it built an
integrated data acquisition platform to collect BIG DATA from their Net-Zero house.
“We are extremely proud to have a partnership with National Instruments as well as participate in NI
Week over the past several years, said Steve Seiden, President Acquired Data Solutions.” “The
conference is a wonderful opportunity for ADS to showcase all of our partnerships, product offerings and
demonstrate the caliber work we are capable of doing to help clients achieve their goals within spectrum
measurements.”
ADS team members will be on hand to discuss other areas the company focuses on as well including,
Threat Operational, Testing & Evaluation (OT&E) as well as their Engineering Services. The
company has over 20 years’ experience in the testing environment that is beneficial to any customers
looking to incorporate Threat OT&E solutions in their business. ADS’ Engineering Services is geared
towards custom solutions for clients around Radio Frequency and other spectrum measurement
technology and devices.
About ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS:
ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS (ADS) is located outside of Washington, D.C. in Rockville, MD and
is celebrating 20-years of serving government and private clients since 1997. ADS is an engineering
company that provides complete solutions for data acquisition, test, operational, and monitoring
environments. ADS enables customers to solve their complex development and production problems
using sophisticated ADS engineering services, software and hardware. This includes the ability to emulate
environments during the developmental and operational phases before deployment, production or field
testing. At ADS customers receive expert level knowledge, dependability, dedication, and
communications transparency they can rely on for all their project needs.
For more information about ADS products and services please visit www.acquiredata.com/index.html.
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